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World distribution of genetic diversity associated to musical ability
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Los estudios de asociación del genoma completo (GWAS en inglés) se han convertido en
una fuente de información cada vez más importante. Son muy útiles a la hora de correlacionar el
genotipo humano con el fenotipo expresado. Hoy en día, incluso se ha conseguido información
respecto a la variabilidad genética que está relacionada con las habilidades de percepción y
producción musicales. Usando esa información, hemos llevado a cabo unos análisis de
componentes principales con el fin de descubrir cómo está distribuida la variación genética
relacionada con la habilidad musical en poblaciones mundiales. Además, también se calculó una
puntuación para la habilidad musical esperada en cada uno de los individuos. Finalmente,
descubrimos que los individuos se distribuyen en relación a su origen geográfico y en relación con
su puntuación musical, siendo las poblaciones africanas las que mayor puntuación musical
obtienen.
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Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have become a very important source of
information. They are very useful at the time of correlating human genotype with the expressed
phenotype. Today we even have information about genetic variability that is correlated to our
music perception and music production abilities. Using that information, we performed a principal
component analysis to discover how this variability (SNPs) is distributed geographically in worldwide human populations. In addition to that, we calculated a score for expected musical ability for
each individual. Finally, we found that individuals show a distribution according to geography as
well as a distribution based in their expected musical abilities, being African populations the ones
with the highest expected musical ability.
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Introduction
Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) are
a way for scientists to identify inherited genetic variants
associated with risk of disease or a particular trait.
Using cases and controls and by looking at the
frequencies of different genotypes present on these two
groups; it is possible to associate a specific disease or
trait to a determined allele. This method usually
surveys the whole genome by means of a wide battery
of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs). With
more than 3.400 published papers and 62.000 unique
SNP-related associations, GWAS are a very important
source of information used by many researches
(Ensembl blog, 2018).
These types of studies are not only useful from
a biomedical or clinical perspective, but also for other
phenotypic associations. This includes traits like
lactase persistence, skin phenotype, adaptation to high
altitudes, face morphology, or other traits like musical
aptitude or sport performance (Han et al., 2008;
Alkorta-Aranburu et al., 2012; Beleza et al., 2013;
Pitsiladis et al., 2013; Ting Tan et al., 2014; Qiao et al.,
2018).
With that idea in mind, several research groups
have performed GWAS with the aim of linking SNPs
or genes, to the individual’s musical ability. As a result,
more than 100 SNPs have been found related to this
particular ability, which is in fact, a compound set of
abilities ranging from perception to creative abilities.
This can be measured for instance, by the Karma Music
Test (KMT), which is a test that measures some
potentially innate musical cognitive operations (Justus
& Hustler, 2005; Karma, 2007). The test gives us
information about the capability of the subject to
perceive rhythms and sound patterns. Similarly, Carl
Seashore´s subsets of pitch (SP) and time (ST)
discrimination tests are another common type of tests
used for determining musical perception (Seashore et
al., 1960). In this case we can get information about the
capability of the participants to discriminate in pitch
and duration of the tones, a basic ability for good music
perception. On many occasions, a combined test score
(COMB) which is the sum of KMT, SP and ST
(Ukkola-Vuoti et al., 2013; Oikkonen et al., 2015) is
also calculated.
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Among the abilities measured we can highlight
Absolute pitch (AP), also known as “perfect pitch”,
which is the infrequent ability to identify or produce
pitches perfectly without the help of an external
reference (Profita & Bidder, 1988). This trait is used for
measuring both music production and music perception
abilities (Theusch et al., 2009). On the other hand, Pitch
Production Accuracy (PPA) is the capability of an
individual to correctly perform a pitch after hearing a
specific pitch sample (Haumann et al., 2007).
These tests have been commonly applied by
many researchers in European and Asian populations
(Theusch et al., 2009; Hansoo et al., 2012; Oikkonen et
al., 2015). Other music production abilities such as
arranging, composing and more can also be tested in
the individuals (Oikkonen et al., 2016). In this case only
the presence or absence of the ability is checked and
used for measuring music ability.
Interestingly, most of the publications do not
only follow a typical GWAS approach, they also search
on the segregation and transmission of these
polymorphisms among individuals of different
generations in the same family. This particular type of
analysis is common in association studies regarding
musical abilities and on many occasions this part of the
paper has more weight than the GWAS itself.
Markers that have a greater frequency in
individuals with a trait of interest across or within
pedigrees are identified by means of linkage analysis,
then parametric linkage analysis is done to determine
this relationship between the marker locus and the trait
locus (Schnell & Sun, 2012). Within this context we
can define the posterior probability of linkage (PPL)
and the posterior probability of linkage disequilibrium
(PPLD). PPL and PPLD are interpreted as the
probability of a trait gene being linked or associated to
the marker examined (Vieland et al., 2011; Oikkonen
et al., 2015). The ratio of the above-mentioned
probabilities is the LOD score, a high value of which
represents a significant evidence of linkage between the
two.
Thus, the main objective of this project is to
analyse how the genetic variability (SNPs) associated
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to musical ability is distributed geographically in
world-wide human populations. If this distribution
were different from the global distribution of human
genetic diversity, we could argue that other factors
beyond demography are exerting an influence on this
trait.

Materials and Methods
Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.es/) and
NCBI (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) were used as
search databases, using keywords like GWAS, musical
ability, SNP, music perception and music production.
We selected 6 papers Theusch et al., (2009), Hansoo et
al., (2012); Ukkola-Vuoti et al., (2013); Ting Tan et al.,
(2014); Oikkonen et al., (2015) and Oikkonen et al.
(2016) out of which 90 SNPs related to musical ability
were retrieved for analysis, (the SNPs were sequenced
out of European and Asian populations most of the
times). Some of them were related to music perception
(KMT, SP, ST or COMB), while others are related to
music production abilities (PPA, arranging, composing
etc.). They have not been separated among categories,
so they are considered just as “SNPs related to music
ability”, (or “musical SNPs” for short).
Next, genomic data of individuals from the
1kGP (The 1000 Genomes Project Consortium, 2015)
was downloaded. Out of the 1092 individuals available
we initially selected 264 random individuals from 13
world populations (approximately 20 individuals per
population), which were grouped into 10 regions:
African-American (ASW population), North Europe
(CEU and GBR populations), South Europe (IBS and
TSI populations), Finland (FIN population), East Asia
(CHB and JPT populations), East Africa (LWK
population), West Africa (YRI population), and Central
America (MXL, PUR and CLM populations). The
1kGP abbreviations and their meanings are available
here:
https://www.internationalgenome.org/category/popula
tion/. Note that the Finish population was not included
in any other European population because it usually
appears as an outlying population (Huckins et al.,
2014). Data was downloaded from the Phase 1
repository as VCF files, one per chromosome

(ftp://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/vol1/ftp/phase1/anal
ysis_results/integrated_call_sets/).
In a second step, another sample composed of
just European individuals (N = 291) was also
considered for the analysis (the European individuals
from the previous world sample were kept). In this case
population acronyms were kept as in the 1kGP: FIN,
CEU, GBR, IBS and TSI.
Out of the whole genomes of the individuals
downloaded, the genotypic information on the 90
musical SNPs was filtered using VCFtools software
(Danecek et al., 2011). As controls, 4 additional sets of
random SNPs were chosen and filtered out of the VCF
file which contains the whole genome information of
the original 264 individuals. These random SNPs were
chosen so they had the same characteristics in terms of
location (same chromosome region for example) as the
target musical SNPs by means of SNPsnap (Pers et al.,
2015).
Then we carried out a Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) with the VCF file containing the
genotypes of the 90 musical SNPs for 264 individuals
from all over the world. This was carried out in Galaxy
(http://usegalaxy.org; Afgan et al., 2018) a free online
portal to perform multiple bioinformatic analysis. The
resulting VCF file from VCFtools processing was
uploaded to the Galaxy server where, a Principal
Component Analysis was done. The same procedure
was applied to the 4 random matched, control VCF files
(world population) and the VCF file containing the
genotypes of the (same) 90 musical SNPs for the
European population (N = 291).
Additionally, a music score based on the number
of alleles that favour music ability was calculated for
each individual. Unfortunately, GWAS on music
ability are often focused on the heritability of these
genotypes (by calculating LOD, PPL or PPLD scores).
Out of the SNPs discovered, few of them have detailed
data about the specific alleles that have a positive and a
negative effect on the musical-ability phenotype. Most
of them just conclude that a region or SNP is related to
the trait without specifying the effect of the alleles. Out
of the detailed 19 SNPs, there are some that are in
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linkage disequilibrium (LD) with each other, so they
cannot be used for the musical score, as we would be
counting the same information more than once. At the
end, just 4 independent SNPs were chosen for this task
(Table 1).
Table 1: The 4 SNPs used for the calculation of the musical
score of each individual.
Chromosome
Base pair
Effect
SNP
Nº
position
allele
96367953rs9307160
C
4
96367954
110958163rs6845765
C
4
110958164
113355410rs17628408
G
4
113355411
115640580rs12510781
G
4
115640581

Excel was used to calculate the musical score of
each individual. Per each effect allele of the individuals
a value of 1 was added to their scores (i.e. an
homozygous genotype for the allele associated to the
trait would add 2 points, whereas a heterozygous
genotype would only add 1 point, and 0 if homozygous
for the non-associated allele). With 4 different SNPs
each with 2 possible alleles, the total scores could range
from 0 to 8. Afterwards, as the highest and lowest
marks were infrequent this 0-8 scale was transformed
into a categorical scale (A to D, in which A is the
highest and D is the lowest category, see Table 2).
Table 2: The original possible numerical scores for
expected musical ability and the resumed categorical scale
from A to D. Each categorical scale covers a quartile of the
total number of scores. “*” there were no individuals with
that score.
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Numerical music score

Categorical music score

0

*

1

*

2

D

3

D

4

C

5

B

6

A

7

A

8

*

All subsequent data were processed with R
v3.5.3 (R Core Team, 2019) and RStudio v1.1.463
(RStudio Team, 2016). First, the optimal number of
clusters (in which the individuals are classified
according to the PCA coordinates) was calculated using
mclust v5.4.3 (Scrucca et al., 2016) an R package which
can calculate model-based optimal number of clusters.
Afterwards, ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016) and Kmisc
(Kevin, 2013) were used for plotting the generated data
from the PCA and drawing the areas which define the
clusters. When looking for significant differences in the
data an exact Fisher´s test was performed using the
VassarStats web service (VassarStats, 2019) and
rcompanion v2.2.1. R package (Mangiafico, 2019). A
p-value of 0.05 is considered as the nominal threshold
for statistical significance but the Bonferroni correction
was applied when multiple tests were performed
(Bonferroni, 1936).

Results
The optimal number of clusters for the 4 PCAs
using the 4 sets of control SNPs in the world population
was always 3 (Figure 1). The clustering itself was very
similar in all 4 sets (Figure 2). As the disposition of the
second set was considered the best for later
explanations, only that set is referred to when talking
about control PCA with random SNPs (Figure 3). The
3 different clusters show the typical geographical
clustering of the individuals. Cluster 1 is composed of
African individuals, cluster 2 is mostly of Asian
individuals and cluster 3 is a mixture of European and
the Central American populations (Figure 3).
In the PCA with the SNPs related to musical
ability (musical SNPs), the optimal number of clusters
was 4, one cluster more than in the case of the control
SNPs. In Figure 4 we can see that cluster 1 is kept
almost the same in both PCAs. Cluster 2 loses some
individuals, but it is still mainly formed by Asian
individuals. However, individuals that form cluster 3
(in the PCA of the control SNPs) suffer a severe
rearrangement. So much, that we can consider that they
form two different clusters in the PCA with musical
SNPs (named as clusters 3 and 4).
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Figure 1: Model-based optimal number of clusters calculations performed using mclust R package. The X axis
represents the number of clusters and in the Y axis Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) is showed for different
clustering methods (EII to VVV).

Some Asian individuals now appear in this two
clusters but still, it is mostly European and Central
American individuals the ones who constitute these two
new clusters (Figure 4).

The distributions of musical scores in the world
analysis with musical SNPs point out that cluster 1
shows the highest mean musical score (4.85). On the
other hand, cluster 2 has the lowest score (3.35). We
can also see that cluster 3 has a slightly higher musical
score than cluster 4 (see Table 3).

Figure 2: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) made by using the first, third and fourth set of control SNPs (X and Y
eigenvectors explain 15.6%, 17.5% and 16,7% of variance respectively). Individuals are represented with a dot and
the respective region of each one is indicated by a colour. Clusters are drawn as big coloured circles and the
corresponding number of cluster is shown in the legend.
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Figure 3: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) made by using the second set of control SNPs (X and Y eigenvectors
explain 18.1% of variance). Individuals are represented with a dot and the respective region of each one is indicated by a
colour. Clusters are drawn as big coloured circles and the corresponding number of cluster is shown in the legend.

Figure 5 shows a more in-depth view of how
categorical (A to D) musical score of individuals is
formed in each cluster. Data is shown as proportions up
to 1. In cluster 1 we can see many individuals with the

best possible score (A). In cluster 2 this A score is
absent, and we can find many type D individuals.
Clusters 3 and 4 have mainly individuals with B and C
scores.

Figure 4: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) made by using SNPs related to musical ability (X and Y eigenvectors
explain 15.9% of variance). Individuals are represented with a dot and the respective region of each one is indicated by a
colour. Clusters are drawn as big coloured circles and the corresponding number of cluster is shown in the legend.
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Table 3: Mean musical score per cluster of the world and
European populations. Number of individuals is also
shown as “N”.
World population
Mean individual
Standard
Cluster
N
musical score
Deviation
4.859
0.990
64
1
2

3.353

0.996

17

3

4.106

0.900

85

4

4.031

0.913

98

Cluster
1

European population
Mean individual
Standard
musical score
Deviation
3.989
0.905

N
95

2

4.425

1.130

40

3

3.930

0.910

43

4

4.048

0.930

84

5

3.759

0.951
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In cluster 1, Bonferroni-corrected p-values of
the differences in the A score proportions were all
significant (p = 0.0078, p = 0.0005 and p = 0.0003
respectively for cluster 1 vs 2, 1 vs. 3 and 1 vs. 4). We
can see the same when looking at individuals with D
score (p = 0.0001, p = 0.0034 and p = 0.0048
respectively for cluster 1 vs 2, 1 vs 3 and 1 vs 4). On
the other hand, no significant differences were found
between the rest of the clusters (2, 3 and 4). Clusters 3
and 4 suppose the main difference between the control
and world analysis with musical SNPs (Figures 3 and
4), but we found no differences in geographical origin
of individuals, nor with musical score.

analysis of the European population showed that the
optimal number of clusters was 5 (see Figure 6).
Geography could not explain that distribution as Fisher
exact tests between clusters resulted on non-significant
p-values (data not shown). In terms of mean musical
score, cluster 2 has the highest mean musical score
(4.425), followed by clusters 4, 1 and 3 respectively
(Table 3). The last one is cluster 5 (3.75).
The differences in musical score proportion
between different clusters were tested like before, by a
Fisher exact test. In this case significant p-values
showed up when comparing A score proportion of
cluster 2 against clusters 1 and 3 (p = 0.012 and p =
0.010, respectively). However, differences with
clusters 4 and 5 (p = 0.0218 and p = 0.0441,
respectively) were non-significant (after Bonferroni
correction), even if cluster 5 has only one A type
individual (Figure 7). Also, a low p-value was obtained
when comparing D score in cluster 2 against cluster 5
(p = 0.0485, no Bonferroni correction needed in this
case, as it was a single comparison). All the proportions
are shown in Figure 7.
The distribution of the European individuals of
world clusters 3 and 4 into the second European
analysis is shown in table 4. The segregation of people
is very different in each cluster: >75% of individuals
from world cluster 4 appear in European clusters 1 and
3 but we cannot find there any individual from world
cluster 3. Instead 75% of them appear in European
clusters 2 and 4. These 2 distributions are significantly
different (p = 7.794e-13).

Discussion

Figure 5: Proportional frequency of each musical score
by each cluster of the world population.

Prompted by the split observed in the European
population, we decided to perform a PCA with an
expanded set of European individuals only. This deeper

After analysing the geographical distribution of
a set of SNPs of genes related to the inner ear and other
neurocognitive functions, which are key for a good
musical ability (Oikkonen et al., 2015), the obtained
results show that a different clustering of individuals
arises when classifying the same worldwide
populations with random SNPs, or SNPs related to
musical ability (Figure 1). Thus, cluster 1 shows the
highest musical score (Table 3), which is probably due
to its highest proportion of type A individuals and at the
same time, the lowest proportion of type D individuals
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Figure 6: Principal Component Analysis (PCA) made by using SNPs related to musical ability with the European
population (X and Y eigenvectors explain 13.8% of variance). Individuals are represented with a dot and the respective
country of each one is indicated by a colour. Clusters are drawn as big coloured circles and the corresponding number of
cluster is shown in the legend.

(Figure 5). In addition to that, cluster 1 is composed of
individuals from Africa of with African ancestry
(Figure 4). These proportions are quite different from
those found in every other cluster of the world analysis
with musical SNPs. Even with the Bonferroni
correction, the differences of type A individuals and
type D individuals were significant against any other
cluster of the world analysis (musical SNPs). In
addition to this, cluster 1 does not change substantially

from the control cluster 1 (Figure 3). Considering these
evidences, it seems that cluster 1 is determined by both
the geographical origin of the individuals and by the
musical score, to some extent. This suggests that there
is some relationship between an African ancestry and a
high musical score. Note that musical score aims to
represent the expected musical ability, which could be
a complex interaction between genetic and
environmental effects.

Figure 7: Proportional frequency of each musical score
by each cluster of the European population.

The effect alleles of the 4 SNPs used to build the
score where defined in previous studies on Mongolian
populations (Hansoo et al., 2012). Despite that, the
highest musical scores where not found in Asian
populations so for the exploratory purposes of this work
(and taking obviously into consideration the limitations
inherent to our work), we can tentatively consider the
SNPs as valid for the scoring task. Cluster 2 is the
opposite of cluster 1 in terms of musical score (world
analysis with musical SNPs). It has the highest
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Table 4: Distribution of only the European individuals present in clusters 3 and 4 of the world analysis into the newly formed
clusters of the only European analysis. The distribution is shown in proportions out of the total of European individuals of
the world cluster 3 and cluster 4. The European destiny clusters are ordered from left to right according to the mean score
of each cluster (left highest, right lowest). Number of individuals is also shown as “N”.
Proportion of cluster of origin from first (world) analysis into cluster of
destination in the second (European) analysis
Cluster of origin from the
first (world) analysis

Cluster 2

Cluster 4

From Cluster 3

0.2500

0.5000

From Cluster 4

0.0784

0.1176

proportion of type D individuals (52%), no type A
individuals at all (Figure 5) and the lowest mean
musical score (3.35, Table 3). Despite that, the low
musical score may have had a small influence in this
PCA as differences in proportion of individuals with A
and D scores are significantly different only against the
ones seen in cluster 1, not against the ones in clusters 3
and 4. It is important to mention that cluster 2 also has
a very marked geographical origin: all individuals
except one are from East Asia. Like in the case of
cluster 1, the distribution does not change substantially
between the control analysis and world analysis.
Further work with an increased number of SNPs from
which we could build a musical score would be
convenient to reveal possible associations.
Looking closer at the distribution of European
individuals from the world analysis (which were
majority in clusters 3 and 4) in the second analysis with
the extended European individuals, revealed that
individuals from world cluster 3 were distributed very
differently from individuals of world cluster 4. This
spatial distribution is statistically significant (p =
7.794e-13) and is based on SNPs related to musical
ability (Table 4). Despite that, it cannot be well
explained by the musical score because, in this case, the
musical score distribution does not correlate with the
PCA distribution. Possibly due to the small number of
SNPs used for the calculation of the “rough musical
score” and/or a lack of precision in the estimation of the
individual weight of each SNP in the calculation of the
musical score. Including more individuals from the
1kGP could also improve the results and reduce the
sampling effect.

Cluster 1

Cluster 3

Cluster 5

N

0

0

0.2500

85

0.5490

0.2549

0

98

In conclusion, performing a PCA of world
populations with SNPs related to musical ability,
reflects both geographical distribution and musical
score (as calculated in this work). African populations
are not only clearly separated from the rest populations
geographically, but also by their mean musical score,
suggesting a relationship between African population
and good expected musical ability. Taking our results
as preliminary and again considering the limitations of
this work, we could speculate that environmental forces
other than demography, have also shaped the genetic
distribution of this reduced set of SNPs associated to
musical abilities.
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